In this paper, we improve the first step in the arrival time algorithm used for shear wave speed recovery in transient elastography. In transient elastography, a shear wave is initiated at the boundary and the interior displacement of the propagating shear wave is imaged with an ultrasound ultra-fast imaging system. The first step in the arrival time algorithm finds the arrival times of the shear wave by cross correlating displacement time traces (the time history of the displacement at a single point) with a reference time trace located near the shear wave source. The second step finds the shear wave speed from the arrival times. In performing the first step, we observe that the wave pulse decorrelates as it travels through the medium, which leads to inaccurate estimates of the arrival times and ultimately to blurring and artifacts in the shear wave speed image. In particular, wave 'spreading' accounts for much of this decorrelation. Here we remove most of the decorrelation by allowing the reference wave pulse to spread during the cross correlation. This dramatically improves the images obtained from arrival time identification. We illustrate the improvement of this method on phantom and in vivo data obtained from the laboratory of Mathias Fink at ESPCI, Paris.
Introduction
Elastography is an imaging method for tissue. It is based on the palpation examination when doctors press against the skin to identify abnormal tissue by sensing mechanical changes. The imaged quantity in elastography is the shear stiffness of the tissue. Areas of increased shear stiffness often indicate tissue abnormalities such as cancer. Three ways to measure the shear stiffness have been proposed. (i) Static experiments: the tissue is compressed (Berry et al 2008 , Konafagou 2000 , Ophir et al 1991 , Oberai et al 2004 , Righetti et al 2007 , Thitaikumar and Ophir 2007 
. (ii) Dynamic sinusoidal excitation
• A time harmonic excitation on the skin creates a time harmonic wave in the tissue (Braun et al 2001 , Greenleaf et al 1996 , Gao et al 1995 , Manduca et al 2001 , Sinkus et al 2005 , Taylor et al 2000 , Van Houten et al 2001 , Wu et al 2002 .
• A time harmonic excitation in the interior creates a time harmonic radiating wave (Greenleaf et al 1998) 
. (iii) Transient elastography
• The harmonic excitation of two different points at two different but nearby frequencies creates a propagating interference pattern (McLaughlin et al 2007 , Wu et al 2004 .
• A short time-dependent pulse on the skin or in the tissue creates a propagating wave in the tissue (Bercoff et al 2001 , Catheline et al 1999 , Fahey et al 2005 , Nightingale et al 2001a , 2001b .
In most of the transient experiments with a short time-dependent pulse, an excitation with a low frequency pulse is used and a movie of the displacement on a grid in the imaging plane is created by taking a sequence of RF ultrasound data sets and processing the data sets.
In this paper, we focus on one of the transient elastography experiments , Catheline et al 1999 . In this experiment, illustrated in figure 1, a shear wave is created using a low frequency vibration device (50-100 Hz) consisting of two parallel rods placed 3 cm apart. The temporal excitation is well modeled by a short-duration sinusoidal pulse with a frequency equal to the vibration frequency of the two bars , Catheline et al 1999 . A linear array of transducers is located on the line equidistant to the two rods and is used to take sequences of RF data sets from which a movie of the downward component of the resulting shear wave in the plane between the two bars is created. The frame rate for the experimental data used in this paper (Sandrin et al 2002) is 1 kHz and the central frequency of the linear array of transducers is 4.3 MHz with a bandwidth of about 70%. We also mention that the speckle lines are segmented versus depth in 2 mm slices with 50% overlap and the axial displacement is determined by cross-correlating consecutive RF images (Sandrin et al 2002) . In Renzi (2006a, 2006b) , the authors have developed the arrival time algorithm to reconstruct the shear wave speed in the transient elastography experiment , Catheline et al 1999 , or the supersonic imaging experiment (Bercoff et al 2001 (Bercoff et al , 2002 (Bercoff et al , 2004 . This algorithm consists of two stages. In the first stage, the arrival time of the wave front is computed, and in the second stage the wave speed is calculated using the found arrival times. This paper's focus is on the first stage.
In the former two papers, the authors get the relative arrival time of the wavefront by first selecting a reference time trace at a point near the source. Then, at each point in the medium, they compute the cross correlation of this point's displacement in time (time trace) with the time trace at the reference point. The relative arrival time is chosen to be the translation that maximizes the cross correlation. This method assumes that the 'shape' of the wave is roughly preserved as it propagates through the medium.
The most serious source of error of the arrival time method occurs in the first step and is that the wave changes shape (decorrelates) as it propagates.
An example of this 'shape' change can be seen in figure 2 which shows two time traces from a transient elastography experiment. One time trace is near the source (left) and one time trace is deeper in the tissue (right). The time trace deeper in the tissue has clearly lost amplitude and 'spread'. This spreading can be due to diffraction effects, to 3D effects since we image with 2D data, or to viscoelastic effects where dispersion occurs and results in the individual frequency contents in the wave traveling at different speeds. While the amplitude loss has little effect on the shape of the cross correlation function, the wave spreading leads to significant decorrelation as the wave propagates. It is the central point of this paper that we introduce a frequency variable in the reference signal. This frequency variable is allowed to change so that the modeled reference signal matches the measured signal. This results in vastly improved shear wave speed images. Wave spreading is incorporated into the first step of the arrival time algorithm by using a sinusoidal pulse of variable frequency and arrival time for the reference signal. This reference signal is zero outside the pulse and therefore contains no reflections. Then, for each point, the frequency and arrival time pair that maximizes the correlation between the time trace at that point and the reference signal is selected. During this procedure, penalty terms that enforce the physical constraints that the wave spreads as the wave propagates away from the source and the arrival time is continuous and increasing as the wave propagates away from the source are used. Our choice here is inspired by the observation that (1) the wave continues to spread as the wave propagates away from the source and (2) that while spreading, the initial oscillation of the source generally remains visible. For the second step of the arrival time algorithm, only the arrival time (and not the frequency) is utilized.
This new algorithm has several important advantages. First and foremost, the wave decorrelation is dramatically reduced by accounting for the wave spreading. Second, a large part of the time traces consist of reflections of the wave or conversion between wave modes outside of the wave train of interest. This can limit the effectiveness of the cross correlation or at least has an impact on its accuracy. The new method ignores reflections that arrive significantly later than the original pulse and allows the close-by reflections to contribute to wave spreading. Finally, the penalty terms eliminate cycle slips which result in low speed artifacts using the old method. The disadvantages of using this algorithm are that a model for the wave pulse is needed and the cross correlation is now two dimensional. Furthermore, we comment that since we employ a cross correlation procedure in our identification algorithm, the best results are obtained when the signal has some oscillatory features.
Example waveform
Our method requires a model for the wave pulse contained in the time traces of the measured data. The signal s(t ) we use is s(t ) = − cos(ω c t ) e . With the proper choice of parameters, the phantom data and s(t ) match closely. The proper choice of parameters for this example was obtained using the first stage of the algorithm described in section 4. 
Example wave spreading and decorrelation
In this section, we show data from a phantom experiment performed in the Laboratory of Mathias Fink (Sandrin et al 2002) that demonstrates the decorrelation caused by wave spreading. In figure 4 , four cross correlation functions at increasing depth along a line in the center of the image plane are shown (left image). They are obtained by cross correlating the time trace at each point with a time trace near the source. The peak of the time trace represents the location of the relative arrival time. These points are all in a constant speed region, so one expects the distance between the location of the peaks to be roughly the same. However, due to decorrelation effects, these cross correlation functions exhibit jitter and false peaks. Most disturbingly, the cross-correlation function at depth 64 mm does not even contain a relative maximum whose location is at all close to the arrival time. The artificial large change in arrival time between depth 60 mm and 64 mm will result in a low speed artifact.
In the image on the right of figure 4 the cross correlation function for the same time traces are shown when the reference signal is a sinusoidal pulse (see the previous section). Here we have used the optimal frequency for each time trace, that is, the frequency of the reference pulse changes and is selected to best match that of each time trace. In addition, it is important that we enforce the physically realistic conditions that the arrival time is increasing and is continuous. These cross correlation functions are much better behaved and will lead to improved images. We note that there is still a false peak in the cross-correlation function that corresponds to the deepest time trace, but there is still a relative maximum at the true arrival time that we can detect. This illustrates the importance of adding the physical constraints.
Algorithm for arrival time identification
As can be seen from the example in the preceding section, a good way to cope with a spreading source wavelet is to introduce a variable frequency which is allowed to decrease as the wave propagates away from the source. This idea is used in our algorithm to find the arrival time of the wave packet in the following way. The algorithm looks for a wave packet with the shape of a model signal s(ω, t ). We allow ω to vary and translate in time to find the best match. A common approach to find the best match is to maximize the cross correlation of the data, m(x, y), at each point, (x, y), with the model signal s(ω, t ). However, we have constraints that we want to minimize. Hence, we will instead minimize the negative cross correlation of the data, m(x, y), at each point, (x, y), with s(ω, t ), where in our minimization procedure we have additional addends to stabilize the procedure. The set of possible addends is given below:
Here, (ω s ,T s ) is the frequency and arrival time at a neighboring point of (x, y) that is closer to the wave source. Our stabilizing additional addends have been included in the minimization to enforce some physical constraints. The first two additional terms penalize discontinuities in frequency and arrival time. The primary purpose in including these two terms is to avoid cycle slips, which is the selection of a false peak in the modified cross correlation function (1). Cycle slips result in very large changes in arrival time between grid points and low speed artifacts in the shear wave speed reconstruction. In addition, including a term like |T s −T | will also bias the arrival time selection toward smaller arrival time changes, which in noisy regions can lead to high speed artifacts. For this reason, we only penalize arrival time changes greater than a cutoff arrival timeT cutoff . Ideally the parameterT cutoff should be greater than the largest expected arrival time change between grid points to avoid high speed artifacts and smaller than the time between peaks in the cross-correlation function to avoid cycle slips. The last two additional terms represent the constraint that the frequency decreases (the wave spreads) and the arrival time increases as the wave propagates into the medium. The penalty terms are all multiplied by a regularization parameter, λ. This parameter represents the classic tradeoff in an inverse problem, which is a tradeoff between obtaining a smooth solution and a solution that matches the data. In order to scale λ appropriately, we measure the size of the data matching term max ω,T ( s(ω, t −T )m(x c , y c , t ) dt ) at the center of the domain (x c , y c ) and in this paper we report λ as a fraction, p, of this value,
Finally, we mention that in the arguments of the penalty terms, the arrival time penalty terms have been multiplied by the central frequency in the experiment, ω central , and the frequency penalty terms have been multiplied by the average arrival time change the wave takes to travel one grid point,T average . This makes the penalty terms dimensionless. The largest complication involved in minimizing equation (1) is that we must first know the frequency and arrival time at a nearby point that is closer to the wave source. For transient elastography experiments, because a line source is used, an obvious approach is to generate starting values along the line source and then move line by line away from the wave source. However, the data near the surface contain more noise than the rest of the data. This is because each of the two parallel rods act as a dipole source, so the shear wave propagates with maximum energy at an angle of about 35
• from the surface. The shear wave amplitude is much lower at small angles, which correspond to the data measured near the surface in the measurement plane. Since generating the starting values is the most difficult part of the method, we instead use the following procedure: (i) find an appropriate arrival time value and find the frequency that gives the best match between the reference signal and the measured time trace at a starting point somewhat near the source but out of the noisy region; (ii) find the arrival times and frequencies along a line that is roughly parallel to the wave front and includes the starting point; (iii) calculate arrival times and frequencies line by line moving toward the source; (iv) calculate arrival times and frequencies line by line moving away from the source.
This procedure is described in detail below. Note that we will use the following as a reference signal:
otherwise. The arrival time search is performed in four stages.
(i) The first stage is to find the arrival time and frequency at a starting point, (x 0 , y 0 ), that is somewhat near the wave source but far enough away to be out of the noisy region.
Without any information about the neighboring arrival times and frequencies, the penalty terms in equation (1) cannot be used, nor do we have a starting point for any minimization procedure. Instead we do a global search for the pair (ω,T ) that minimizes
This is accomplished in two steps. In the first step, we find a starting pair (ω s ,T s ). Since we are still close to the source, we can use the central frequency of the input signal for ω c . To findT s we fix the frequency and do a global search for the minimum of
The second step is to use the starting pair found in the first step to minimize equation (2)
. (ii) The second stage is to find the pair, (ω,T ), along a line, (x 0 , y), that is roughly parallel
to the wave source. We calculate (ω,T ) point by point in order of increasing distance to the starting point (x 0 , y 0 ). Here we can use the discontinuity penalties in equation (1) (the first two additional terms), but must eliminate the last two terms. The reason we cannot include the last two terms is that we are moving parallel to the source and so do not necessarily expect the arrival times to increase and the frequency to decrease. So at each point on the line, we will find the pair (ω,T ) that minimizes
where (ω s ,T s ) is used as the starting guess. We use the median of (ω,T ) at the three closest points as (ω s ,T s ). (iii) The third stage is to calculate (ω,T ) pointwise moving line by line toward the wave source. Now, we have all the information needed to minimize equation (1), but since we are moving toward the source we change the signs in the last two penalty terms. So moving toward the source of the wave line by line, pointwise, the arrival time is found by minimizing
with the starting pair (ω s ,T s ) defined as the median of the values from the seven closest points of the preceding line. Note that the last two terms now penalize increasing arrival times and decreasing frequency. 
Inverse Eikonal solver
In the previous section, an algorithm to identify arrival times from displacement data was given. The goal is to image the shear wave speed. The relationship between arrival times,T , and the shear wave speed C s is given by the Eikonal equation
Algorithms that determine the speed, C s , from the arrival times,T , are known as inverse Eikonal solvers. There are two primary obstacles to generating good wave speed images. The first is that the wave speed is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the gradient of the arrival times. Noise may drive the denominator close to zero resulting in large outliers. The second obstacle is that the ideal amount of smoothing depends on the wave speed, which is the target. An elegant solution is proposed in Renzi (2006a, 2006b ), where the authors use level set methods to transform the Eikonal equation into a linear equation. This removes the two obstacles described above. We note however that the problem is no longer formulated on a fixed grid which increases the computation time of the algorithm. The arrival time algorithm developed above dramatically reduces the noise in the arrival times. This, combined perhaps with the simple wave speed geometry of the targets we recover in phantoms, allows the use of a much simpler Eikonal solver based on the numerical differentiation technique of Anderssen and Hegland (1999) . It has also been successful with in vivo data when, again, arrival times are calculated using the new method given in this paper. This technique has already been successfully applied to Helmholtz inversion McLaughlin 2009a, 2009b) . Here, the idea is to calculate the derivatives of the arrival times using a centered difference formula. The average of the arrival times in rectangular boxes centered at each term in the centered difference stencil is used in the centered difference formula. The formula for the gradient, (T x ,T y ), iŝ
i+m, j+k , where 2r 1 + 1 ,2r 2 + 1 are the number of grid points on the sides of the rectangles, h is the distance between grid points and sh is the step size in the centered distance formula. We refer the reader to Anderssen and Hegland (1999) for a discussion of the impact the choices of s, r 1 and r 2 have on the variance of the noise in the derivative when this method is used.
Phantom and in vivo data description
In the next section, results from a tissue mimicking phantom and a female breast will be shown. The tissue mimicking phantom consists of a homogeneous background 4 cm broad and 7 cm deep and a circular inclusion of about 1 cm in diameter with a shear wave speed that is about twice as high as the background wave speed. The phantom is composed of gelatin and agar powders mixed in water. There is a 3% concentration of agar throughout the phantom, and the gelatin concentration is 4% in the inclusion and 2% everywhere else. The circular inclusion is located at (37, 0) in the images below. The female breast that was imaged is known to have a tumor of about 1 cm in size.
Results
In this section, we will first present results from phantom data and then show one example of a wave speed reconstruction from an in vivo data set. Our algorithm has two parameters: an arrival time cutoffT cutoff and a regularization parameter λ. In our examples, the peaks of the cross-correlation function are about 2 ms apart. We approximate the average time in takes the wave to travel one grid point deeper in the tissue,T average , by cross correlating a time trace at a grid point near the source with a time trace deep in the medium and dividing by the number of grid points between the two. For our experiments this is about 0.34 ms. Recall from our earlier discussion thatT cufoff should be greater than the largest expected arrival time change between grid points to avoid high speed artifacts and smaller than the time between peaks in the cross-correlation function to avoid cycle slips. For these reasons,T cutoff should be chosen in the range (0.34-1). Unless otherwise stated we will use values ofT cutoff =T average = 0.34 ms. As noted above, we report λ as a fraction, p, of the data-matching term at the center of the domain,
Unless otherwise noted, we will use p = 0.3. First we compare results from the arrival time identification method proposed in this paper with the arrival time identification used in Renzi (2006a, 2006b ). We first show results from the phantom described in the previous section. Three experiments were performed with shear wave excitations at 50, 60 and 70 Hz. For each experiment, we calculate the arrival times using both methods. The lines of constant arrival time from the old method (A, C, E) and the new method (B, D, F) are shown in figure 5 .
The lines of constant phase indicate the position of the wave fronts at equidistant points in time. We note that the distance between the wavefronts is proportional to the wave speed. Images from both methods clearly indicate that wavefronts are far apart in the inclusion which indicates a high speed region. However, there are some irregularities which cannot be accounted for by the phantom when using the old method. After the wave front has passed the inclusion, we would expect constant propagation again. However, when using the old method, the wavefronts are nearly touching at several locations, which indicates a low speed region. These low speed regions are caused by decorrelation effects and cycle slips. Also near the left-hand side (near the shear wave source), the distance between the lines of constant phase is considerably higher than in the background region indicating an artificial high-speed region. In addition, note that when using the old method, there are many small circular contours which are artifacts.
In contrast, the wavefronts calculated with the new method have the expected shapes and distances between constant arrival time curves. It can be clearly seen that now at early times the wave propagates with a much more constant speed. Furthermore, the distances between constant arrival time curves are larger in the stiff inclusion which again is expected and there are no artificial low wave-speed regions behind the inclusion. Additionally, the contours are much cleaner and smoother and there are almost no small circular contours.
It is noteworthy that for all three data sets, the results generated by the new algorithm are very consistent. Now we calculate the shear wave speeds using arrival time data from both methods using the inverse Eikonal solver described in section 5. The results at 50, 60 and 70 Hz are shown in figure 6 . A black circle with a radius of 1 cm centered at (37, 0) has been placed in each image to show the location of the inclusion. In each case the old method is used on the left and the new method is used on the right. No post-processing to improve image quality has been applied. Using both methods, the circular inclusion is visible as a small region of high wave speed in the center of the images. However, when using the old method, this region does not have a round shape and shows significant blurring. Additionally, behind the inclusion, on the right of the image, there are two low speed regions interspersed with two stripes of high wave speed. This is not consistent with the properties of the phantom. Also, close to the surface, on the left edge of the image, there is a whole zone where the wave speed is too high. The images using the new method are greatly improved. The inclusion has an appearance that is more consistent with the expected circular shape and the artifacts using the old method are reduced significantly up to the point that some of them are almost invisible. Although the visual appearance in the images indicates a clear improvement with the new method, we also make a quantitative measure of the improvement. This measure is based on observing that the variation in the images is less when there are fewer artifacts. We thus measure the total spacial resolution for the images generated using the new method. The phantom contains a sharp edge. In the recovered images, this sharp edge is blurred, and the 'width' of the blurred edge is a good estimate of the spacial resolution. The most common measure of width is the 10-90% distance. In the phantom examples with a background wave speed of 2 m s −1 and an inclusion wave speed of 4 m s −1 , we first find a point along the center line, (x 1 , 0), where the recovered wave speed is 2 + 0.1(4 − 2) = 2.2 m s −1 and a point along the center line, (x 2 , 0), where the recovered wave speed is 2 + 0.9 * (4 − 2) = 3.8 m s −1 . Then, the spacial resolution is estimated as the distance between the points |x 2 − x 1 |. The spacial resolution estimates for the new algorithm is 3.92, 3.87 and 4.17 mm for the 50, 60 and 70 Hz recoveries.
Before moving to the in vivo data set, we first demonstrate that the recovery is consistent for a reasonable range of the parameters on the 60 Hz phantom data. In figure 7 , we show the recovered wave speed with arrival time cutoffs ofT cutoff = 0.64 ms (left) andT cutoff = 1 ms (right) with p = 0.3. These images are very consistent with the recovery usingT cutoff = 0.35 ms and p = 0.3 shown in figure 6(D). This example is consistent with our observation in other image reconstructions. That is, as long as we chooseT cutoff within the designated range, the image quality is not significantly changed by changingT cutoff . Next, in figure 8 leads to artifacts in the noisy regions and using too much regularization over-smooths the solution. Even so, these two recoveries still have a visual appearance that is more consistent with our expectation than the recoveries using the old method shown in figure 6(C). Finally, we tabulate the total variation in the background and the contrast ratio (median wave speed in the inclusion divided by the median wave speed in the background) for each image in figure 8 in table 2. Finally we show a wave speed reconstruction from an in vivo data set. It is known that there is a tumor with a diameter of about 1 cm in a female breast. In figure 9 , the ultrasound image (left) and the shear wave speed image (right) are displayed. The tumor is clearly seen on the left of the shear wave speed image. The ratio of wave speed in the inclusion to the background is approximately 3.5. There is a high speed region in the lower right of the shear wave speed image. This high speed region is caused by reflections from the ribs, which are located next to the imaged region. Remarkably, the ultrasound image of the same region does not indicate the inclusion shown in our image and found by pathology. 
Remarks on alternate procedures
In this section, we give three remarks on alternate procedures that we have investigated. In this paper, we find the arrival times by minimizing the negative cross correlation of the data at each point with a reference signal with four additional penalty terms; see equation (1). The arrival time penalty terms reflect the fact that we expect the arrival times to be continuous (second penalty term in equation (1)) and to increase as the wave propagates away from the source (fourth penalty term in equation (1)). The two arrival time penalty terms can be combined into one penalty term, λe ω central (T −T s −T average) , which reflects the fact that we expect the arrival time to increase by a small amount as the wave travels a small distance away from the source. This is particularly advantageous if one has a good estimate of the background wave speed. The two frequency penalty terms may also be combined in a similar fashion. Secondly, we remark that for our method, the oscillatory nature of the source signal is important because cross correlation is used. If the source signal is not oscillatory, we recommend differentiating the data. To give a simple demonstration, we show a Gaussian signal and its derivative in figure 10 . While a Gaussian signal is non-oscillatory, its derivative has nice oscillatory features that can be tracked with cross correlation. We further remark that in the special case of a Gaussian source signal, minimizing the negative cross correlation of the data and a Gaussian reference signal is exactly the same as the 'Peak' method in Renzi 2004. So for this special case using cross correlation reduces to a method that is known to be inferior for oscillatory signals (Renzi 2004).
Finally we remark that an alternative method to handling the de-correlation of the wave pulse is to use only local correlations (correlations of nearby points) in the algorithm. The simplest strategy is to directly calculate the differences in the gradient stencil using local correlations. This has the important advantage of not requiring a model for the wave pulse and is very simple to implement. The biggest drawback is that in noisy regions you are likely correlating two time traces that each have a poor signal to noise ratio. We give an example image using this idea on the 60 Hz phantom data in figure 11 . The image is relatively good near the inclusion (where the signal to noise ration is high), but there are artifacts close to the surface and deep in the tissue where the signal to noise ration is low. The recovery is better than the recovery using the old method (figure 6(C)) but clearly not as good as the recovery using the new method ( figure 6(D) ). . Wave speed image with the arrival time differences in the gradient stencil calculated directly using local cross correlations. The data is from the phantom experiment performed at 60 Hz. Recoveries for the same data set using the old and new method are given in figure 6(C) and figure 6(D).
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced an improved algorithm for finding arrival time data for a propagating pulse. This new algorithm accounts for viscoelastic effects, primarily wave spreading, which decorrelates the wave train as it propagates through the medium. Wave spreading is introduced into the algorithm by using a sinusoidal wave train with a variable frequency as a reference signal. We have shown dramatically improved images using this algorithm on phantom data obtained from the laboratory of Mathias Fink. We also exhibit results for the in vivo data set where we were unable to obtain a reliable image with the previous arrival time identification procedure. Note that in this method, because correlation is used, the oscillatory feature of the source signal is important. We expect a different, but related minimization procedure to succeed when oscillatory features are not present in the source signal.
